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"Ask Dr Ian About Sex" is unique as a book. It is not a text
book, it is not a novel, it is not a history or a political book.
It is a book about sex. It is not prudish, pornographic or
distasteful inanyway. DrBanksusesmirthtowritethisbook.
This is a very common method used in our society to talk or
discuss sexual matters and is used in a cultural, social and
clinical settings. The content page is baffling to say the least
andnotforthefainthearted, forinstance "Pickanumber, any
number" gives 5 pages on group sex and "Greener Grass"
deals with genderconflicts anddysphoria. The index is more
straightforward. Itlistsclearlygroupsexandgenderconflicts.
Page 214 gives a useful list ofaddresses and phone numbers
where those in need may find help. Relevant addresses in
Northern Ireland are indented and could be very helpful to
those reading thebook in Northern Ireland, not so ifone is in
Southern Ireland or in any other area of the world. It is
skilfully illustrated by cartoons, which again uses mirth to
illustrate intimate parts of human sexual behaviour.
Thelongestchapterisonorgasm. Thereis achapteronlibido,
masturbation, gender conflicts, sexual abuse, sexually
transmitted diseases, contraception, the breast, the cervix,
the menopause, the testes, thepenis, the prostate and erectile
failure.Therearechapterswhichdealwithpseudo-masochism,
group sex, anal intercourse, fetishes, sexual aids and the loss
ofasexualpartner. Averycomprehensive listbutmaybeover
ambitious in 221 pages.
Each chapter begins with a very short introduction on the
topic tobediscussed. There is then a shortproblemvignette,
followed by a suggested solution. This is a very superficial
look at the problems and their solution. This could be
misleading as the readercould generalise from the presented
problems to problems that appear to be similar, but are
clinically and otherwise very different.
A very large part of this book deals in a straight forward
friendly way with topics which are only dealt with by the
pornography industry. Itwill find many interested readers as
thetopics coveredinthebookareverywidespreadamongthe
general population. One word of caution; I think it would
have been helpful to advise the readers if they identify with
some of the problems described in the letters to consult a
medical practitioner for confirmation of the self-diagnosis,
which they are highly likely to make. In terms ofsex therapy
this book should be read by most sex therapists. It is a book
readily available to their patient population so the patient
may come with certain expectations for solutions to their
problems, which the book suggests are readily manageable
and that each problem has its own solution. This may not
necessary be the case in real life medicine.
Reference is made in the text to many eminent authors such
as Freud & Grafenberg. A Reference list would be useful to
many of its readers.
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